Aimie Botelho

Aimie Botelho creates interactive and kinetic
sculptures that engage the viewer with play
or humour. These objects are intended to
draw the viewer back into the reality of our
physical world - a connection people are
losing. Many of her pieces are impractical
“pseudo-products”: a heavy, gilded portable toilet backpack, and long cutlery used
to steal food from behind another person’s
back. By distorting everyday objects, she
hopes to induce humour or discomfort,
creating a point of departure for reflection.
Aimie lit her first forge at York University,
while pursuing her Bachelor of Fine Arts in
sculpture and drawing, and Bachelor of
Education. For the past four years she has
been working part-time at Two Smiths, as an
apprentice and teaching assistant. She also
helped teach “Art in Metal” for two years at
Danforth Collegiate and Technical Institute
in Toronto, and taught forging at Cheval De
Feu in Quebec.
Since 2016, she has completed three artist
residencies: Schlosserei Krutisch in Austria,
the City of Richmond Hill Artist Residency,

and the EMMA Collaboration in Saskatchewan.
She has also participated in various public
forging events, including Nuit Blanche in
Montreal, McGregor Park in Toronto, Ypres
2016 in Belgium, and the Beaverbrook Art
Gallery in New Brunswick.
Her work is influenced by artists such as Jimmie
Durham, and the street artist Harmen De
Hoop, who use humour to jar normalcy. She
is also attracted to the illusion of motion
created through texture in the paintings of
Francis Bacon and Zdzisław Beksinski.
Aimie is currently interested in pursuing a
series of horrible-to-use cutlery, the first of
which can be seen at this show.
Contact information:
Email: aimie.bot@gmail.com
Facebook: @Aimie Botelho

Bronson Kozdas

Bronson Kozdas has a passion for making
tools and beautiful functional objects. His
interest within that context is to shape hot
steel and pair it with complementary materials
such as copper and wood. A background in
theatre production influences the way he approaches depth, texture and shadow in his
work. Bronson recognizes the potential of
combining modern techniques of fabrication
with traditional metalworking processes. In
September 2018 he took a bronze sand casting course, where he made a complex form
that had to be cast in multiple pieces, which
he then assembled using modern welding.
Bronson first learned to forge at Haliburton
School of Art and Design. For the past four
years he has been forging full-time for
Master Blacksmith Sandra Dunn as an apprentice blacksmith. Bronson is one of the regular teaching assistants at Two Smiths, where
courses are held year round. In June of 2018
Bronson spent three weeks at the Cooroora
Institute in Queensland, Australia, where he
helped set up a blacksmith shop, and worked

as an instructor for the blacksmithing and
coppersmithing courses. In September 2016,
Bronson completed a two week residency with Master Blacksmith Terrence Clark, in
Guildford, England. He has exhibited work at
Nuit Blanche in Montreal, and at the Hamilton
Museum of Steam and Technology. He participated in the Ypres 2016 Cenotaph project
in Belgium, and most recently helped lead
a public forging event for Veterans Affairs
Canada at the Beaverbrook Art Gallery in
Fredericton, New Brunswick.
In March of this year Bronson will be returning
to Alberta to assist with another project for
the Tyrrell Museum of Paleontology, to create
forged mounts for a dinosaur fossils.
Contact information:
Email: Mariotakesawalk2@gmail.com
Facebook: @BronsonNosnorb

Darrell Markewitz

Darrell Markewitz first picked up the
hammer while a student at Ontario College
of Art in the late 1970’s - sparked initially
by his interest in Viking Age history. These
two elements, metalworking and historic
methods, would shape his life’s work. He
has worked professionally as an Artisan
Blacksmith since the late 1980’s, starting
the Wareham Forge in 1992. Over the
decades he has created domestic items,
historic reproductions, architectural work,
and private commissions. Overall, his work
has stressed design, primarily in his ‘Rivendale’ style. From the late 1990’s, he has focussed on museum work, contributing to a
number of major international exhibits on
the Viking Age. Significant is his creation
of the ‘Norse Encampment’ living history
program for Parks Canada at L’Anse aux
Meadows NHSC. An outgrowth of this has
been his extensive experimental archaeology research into ancient bloomery iron
smelting. He is one of the instigators of
the ‘Early Iron’ movement in North America,

certainly the foremost in Canada. This has
lead to project work in the USA, Scotland
and Europe. Now with over 40 years of
forge work experience, he is one of the
foremost workshop teachers in Ontario.
Increasingly, his personal work trends to
sculptural objects.
His web site documents both his metal
work and particularly the ongoing iron
smelting research. Additionally, his blog
‘Hammered Out Bits’ now holds over 1000
individual articles. Darrell lives and operates his workshop in lower Grey County.
Contact Information:
The Wareham Forge, Wareham ON
Email: info@warehamforge.ca
Website: warehamforge.ca

David Cross

“I am a child of the twentieth century. There
were open roads coursed by convertibles
without seat belts, and fastbacks with earth
pounding V-8 engines. Brave men piloted massive rockets into “outer space”.
We played outdoors unsupervised, went
on Sunday drives. Our black and white TV
picked up seven channels (three of them from
Buffalo, NY). Blackened limestone mills were
scattered about our city; their windows often agape releasing the thundering sounds
of power hammers and the acrid smell of hot
iron.
All this has passed.
My life has turned in unexpected ways. With
little planning and no defined goals, I acted
on a decades old desire to create; to use my
hands, to make something. I learned to manipulate metals; earthly elements. Methods,
techniques and technologies were studied,
experimented with and practiced.
My sculptural work is deeply rooted in that
past century; the portion I witnessed and much
that came before. But it is not nostalgic.
Art deco skyscrapers, streamliners, air-

cooled motorcycle engines, sci-fi movie sets
and concept cars from Detroit: these are acknowledged; not mourned. Forms are always
changing, in motion, leading me onward. I
see in them something not wholly natural, but
they are alive none-the-less; a dialogue and a
dance unfolds between the organic and the
manufactured. These interactions are sometimes tense and threatening, sometimes melodic and serene, always genuine.”
A native of Galt, Ontario, David now lives in
Fergus and operates Rio Bravo Ironworks in
the heart of Elora.

Contact Information:
Rio Bravo Ironworks
Email: riobravo@wightman.ca
Facebook: @RioBravoIronworks
Website: eloracraftsman.ca

David Robertson

Working from his home just outside of
Cargill, Ontario, David makes his living as a
professional artist blacksmith.
Since 1987 he has operated The Hammer
and Tongs metal studio. His focus is on using
ancient hot metal working techniques such as
forging and combining modern tools such as
air hammers and gas forges to create one of
a kind metalwork.
His work includes sculptures and furniture for
home and office. He is occasionally called on
to do some small scale industrial forging as
well. Knife making and teaching blacksmithing round out his time.
David originally learned blacksmithing skills in
St. Jacobs, Ontario. He now attends conferences in both Canada and the USA to diversify his skills. He has been a demonstrator at
Canadian and USA blacksmith conferences.
He currently teaches from his home workshop and is a past teacher at the Haliburton
School of Art + Design.

“I have a love of symbolism that I try to
capture in my work, expressed through line,
form and texture. Hot steel can capture these
symbols and display them in a unique way.”
For more information about blacksmithing or
to view a gallery of David’s work, please see
his website.

Contact information:
Email: drobertson@tnt21.com
Website: www.ArtistBlacksmith.com

Graeme Sheffield

Fire, smoke, hot metal, sweat. This is
the world that artist blacksmith Graeme
Sheffield works in every day creating one
of a kind pieces of ironwork.
Graeme’s history of working with metal
has evolved over the years, and his continued exploration of the art of blacksmithing
continues to reveal nuances of the world
of metalworking. Graeme draws on over
30 years of metalworking experience for
each project, and enjoys every part of the
process; From the design and layout, to
the forging and finishing, each step is important to the successful completion of
each project. As in the days of old, each
project is treated with equal enthusiam
and energy.
The art of blacksmithing allows me to interpret the lines, forms and textures I see
around me in this world, and express my-

self and my observations through the use
of some of the very core elements of the
earth (iron, fire, water). Forging metal is
not only a physical process of manipulating the medium to fill in a particular space,
but also involves visualizing the empty
spaces around the metal. Incorporating
particular shapes and textures in a piece
can produce very dramatic results in and
around it.
Contact Information:
Ironwood Anvil Blacksmithing, Guelph
Email: ironwoodanvil@gmail.com
Facebook: @TheIronwoodAnvil
Website: ironwoodanvil.webs.com

Irian Fast-Sittler

Irian Fast-Sittler first started working at THAK Ironworks through a co-op program and since
then has been hired as a full time employee. She is enjoying challenging herself with blacksmithing projects that have come her way as well as dabbling in leatherwork. Her favorite
material to work with is copper which makes an appearance in all her projects.
She is looking forward to developing and honing in her skillset as she continues forward.
Contact information:
Email: pippirian@gmail.com

Jim Wallace

James Wallace was first introduced to wrought
iron by his father, a long-time physician and surgeon in Huron County. His father taught him the
craft of blacksmithing , but just as important, an
appreciation of other artistic crafts and the use
of metals as an art medium. Collecting blacksmithing tools, visiting antique shops, repairing
old church fencing and gates, braising cast iron
benches and plumbing fountains, were all topics
to be discussed, analyzed and finally started on.
Jim received an honours BA in Sociology and
English from Queens University in Kingston
Ontario in 1974 .
In 1979 he opened his own blacksmith shop,
called Sharpe’s Creek Forge, named after a small
creek that runs nearby. He began with farm and
industrial repair and, as he became better known,
he has completed major works all over Ontario,
including Toronto, Ottawa, Oakville, Guelph, St.
Catherines and Peelee Island. He has been commissioned to produce many works for local governments, museums, theaters, hotels, restaurants
and private residences.
He attended his first ABANA (Artist- Blacksmith
Association of North America) conference in New
York in 1978. There he met the Ontario blacksmiths Lloyd Johnston and David Norrie . With
their assistance, twelve Ontario blacksmiths met
at Jims’ shop near Goderich to form the Ontario
Artist- Blacksmith Association. OABA was formed
in the spring of 1983 and as a member of ABANA
since 1976, Jim encouraged the group to register as a Chapter. He served as vice-president and

president over the next four years and has been
an active and eager supporter since the beginning.
Jim has always been an avid supporter of the
ideals of both ABANA and OABA and believes
that, in his own words, “The association addresses two areas: education of the public as to the
history and the future of blacksmithing, and to
provide a forum encouraging the exchange of
information for practicing and beginner blacksmiths”
The Bench Project, a collaborative OABA
sponsored piece of work involving over thirty
members and master blacksmith Takaoshi Komane
during the summer of 2006 , that took place at
Sharp’s Creek Forge was a great learning experience for all.
The Ontario Artist Blacksmithing Community has
provided a strong sense of support and fellowship for all members and Jim is proud to be still
in the learning stage of the craft and art of blacksmithing.
Contact information:
Sharpe’s Creek Forge
Website: sharpscreekforge.ca
Email: forge@hurontel.on.ca

Mark Puigmarti

I was born and raised in Toronto. Although
I never studied art in any formal setting I
always had an interest to make things and
observe how things were made and work.
In 1993 by trial and error I began to experiment with blacksmithing techniques and
is ongoing. At this time in my journey I’m
exploring the effect of forging standard
metal profiles to exploit the sometimes
awkward result.
My design inspiration really comes from
working with the material and having a
deep understanding of what it will do and
how it will react to different techniques in
order to challenge that outcome. Working
with metal offers me many exciting challenges. Through the forging process metal is formed, squeezed and textured at a
bright yellow heat using tools as fingers…
there is a window of opportunity to achieve
what you aim to do before the metal cools
and will resist.
When the metal is too cold to work it is
frozen in a new form with enticing hints of
how it came to be.

Contact Information:
Sparks Will Fly Forge, Port Perry
Email: mark@sparkswillflyforge.ca
Instagram: @sparkswillflyforge
Facebook: @SparksWillFlyForge
Website: sparkswillflyforge.ca

Megan Carter

Megan began blacksmithing in 2010 when
she discovered the Artist Blacksmithing program at Haliburton School of The Arts and Design.
Since then it has been a path of learning
and exploration into the medium. The largest learning curve she has been faced with is
transforming her love of blacksmithing into a
business, Armstrong and Carter Ironworks located in Georgetown, Ontario. This has been
a constant challenge that has required Megan
to continue her education as a blacksmith,
designer and business owner almost every
day. In North America where the tradition
of apprenticeship is not strong, Megan has
had to seek out her teachers. Spending time
visiting and working in other smith’s shops,
attending demonstrations and workshops is
always a great source of inspiration, providing
the fuel to carry on a new path or to try a new
technique.
With this mindset of continuous education,
Megan’s interests in blacksmithing vary greatly, from sculptural forms featuring traditional
joinery to fine functional tools. The explora-

tion is endless. Megan’s most current piece
- the Coffer - has been a personal project in
calculating mass and refining wrought iron
from an old wagon tire to the finished item.
A project that was inspired by a class she took
at Les Forges de Montréal in the preservation
of historic ironwork.
In 2012 Megan Carter and Mike Armstrong
joined their skills and efforts to open their
own shop - Armstrong and Carter Ironworks,
located in Georgetown, Ontario.
Contact information:
Armstrong & Carter Ironworks, Georgetown ON
Website: www.acironworks.com
Email: megancarter@acironworks.com
Facebook: @ACIronworks
Instagram: @acironworks

Mike Armstrong

An interest in metalworking began for
Mike in high school when he discovered
the manufacturing technology and welding class. After understanding the modern
ways of metal fabrication he chose to
reach back to the roots of metal working
to explore traditional techniques, joinery
and finishes. Mike draws his inspiration
from the early ironwork of blacksmiths,
who have created beautiful and functional
objects many years ago by using the same
tools and techniques that he uses today.
Currently Mike is focused on practicing
locksmithing, fascinated with the tiny
craftsmanship of the hand made locks. He
has been collecting early locks to study
and remake these complicated functional
pieces. Mike has also been collecting old
hand tools that would have been made by
a blacksmith for the various trades. Studying their size, dimension and clues of how
they were made he has been reproducing

these tools. It can be a challenge to figure out how these objects were made - yet
satisfying when a hypothesized technique
is tried with success. Mike’s work ranges
from reproduction of early door hardware
to fireplace accessories and fine hand
tools.
In 2012 Mike Armstrong and Megan Carter joined their skills and efforts to open
their own shop - Armstrong and Carter
Ironworks, located in Georgetown, Ontario.
Contact information:
Armstrong & Carter Ironworks, Georgetown
Ontario
Website: www.acironworks.com
Facebook: @ACIronworks
Instagram: @acironworks

Robb Martin

Robb, AKA “Thak” began his blacksmith-

ing career in 1987 at the age of 18. Like
many teenage guys he was interested
in weapons and armour and this was
primary motivation in his early exploration into blacksmithing.
Art and history were (and continue to
be) a major influence and source of inspiration for Robb. Utilizing blacksmithing in conjunction with other traditional
crafts and modern metal working techniques, Robb creates a wide variety of
custom pieces for clients worldwide.
His favourite projects are functional
sculptures, usually with a sinister fantasy element. His studio, Thak Ironworks
Inc is located in Floradale ON Canada.

Contact Information:
THAK Ironworks, Floradale ON
Email: info@thak.ca
Facebook: @THAK Ironworks
Website: thak.ca
YouTube Channel: Thak Ironworks

Ryan Fish

Ryan Fish better known as “Fish” initially
found blacksmithing as a hobby during
down time from his previous employment.
Working now as a full-time employee of
Robb Martin at Thak Ironworks pursuing
the craft and trying to learn all he can from
the Master Smith.
Fish really enjoys the artistic side of forging by creating sculptures of organic and
inorganic shapes to often serve a function.
Fish always found growing up that metal
was this untouchable material unable to
be worked.
He set out to remedy this notion through
hard work and dedication to the craft.
After several years of learning through
failure and success, he now feels that he
can bend steel to his will.

Contact Information:
Ryan Fish
Blacksmith artist
Email: Ryanfish13@gmail.com

Sandra Dunn

Sandra Dunn is a Canadian artist who works
primarily with forged steel and hammered
copper. The methods and processes she developed over the past 25 years are all deeply
rooted within the context of traditional craft,
but the objects she’s currently producing are
not small scale nor are they production runs
of multiples. Working at the upper limits of
what can be made by hand, Dunn is manipulating 150 lb pieces of steel and 12 ft sheets
of copper into needles, bones and water.
Not alone, of course; larger scale work
demands collaboration at all stages. Developing a strong working relationship
with metal fabricators that have a 20 tonne
crane at their disposal opened up new
possibilities for Dunn in terms of scale. Working with machinists that can turn the ends of
large forged pieces also reinforced the
potential to do interesting work that
combines forged steel with fabricated
parts.
At her business Two Smiths, Dunn currently
mentors two younger blacksmiths. Together

they have developed a strong collaborative
design process and working method which
is critical to her practice. That collaboration
also reaches beyond the shop walls when
Dunn invites the public to step up to the anvil
and shape parts of her sculptures with their
hammers.
Plant forms, animal forms, skeletal structures, growth patterns and gestures of hand
work are prominent in the designs that Dunn
has produced recently. The narrative that is
emerging from this body of work references
her time working on a trapline in Northern
Ontario thirty years ago. It is an experience
that has stayed with her.
Contact Information:
Two Smiths, Kitchener Ontario

Email: sandra@twosmiths.ca
Facebook: @twosmithscopper
Instagram: @twosmiths
Website: twosmiths.ca

Scott McKay

Scott McKay is a full time Artist Blacksmith residing west of London, Ontario.
His introduction to working with steel
came with his occupation as a millwright
in the form of welding and fabrication
in the late 1990’s. Creating objects of
art initially from found items McKay
wanted to manipulate the steel further.
Completing the Artist Blacksmithing program
at The Haliburton School of Art and Design
in 2006 earned him the highest mark
award under the direction of Sandra Dunn
and Rene Pettijean. Immediately after he
opened his own shop Strong Arm Forge.
McKay’s work includes both sculptural
and functional items. Railings, furniture
and various accoutrement for residential
and commercial customers dominate the
functional forms. Sculptural work includes
interior pieces for residential clients up to
and including large scale works of public
art. In 2017 “Perseverance” was installed

in the new gateway roundabout in St.
Thomas, Ontario. The sculpture, comprised
of an artistic form of a locomotive and 3
railroad cars, was created from 55,000 lbs
of Corten steel and took 1000 hours to
create.
McKay has participated in over 20 juried,
non-juried and solo shows. His work can
be found in homes, businesses and public
spaces.
Contact Information:
Strong Arm Forge, Iona Station ON
Email: scott@strongarmforge.com
Facebook: @ArtistScottMcKay
Website: strongarmforge.com

Daniel Linkenheld

Daniel has done artistic work for most of
his life but in the past 14 years he has
shifted his focus from wood carving to
doing metal work. When he could not
find the tools he required for his woodcarving Daniel`s wife launched him into
becoming a blacksmith where he started
making his own tools for wood working.
The love of working the metal evolved
into the making of edge tools, knives
and axes.
Daniel does sculptural work in Iron,
re-enactment tools and paraphernalia,
as well as the expansion of his interest in
knives and axes.
In January 2012 his work was exhibited
on the cover of Lee Valley supplementary tool catalogue. His work has found
homes all across Canada and the US as
well as England, France and Germany.

Daniel also demonstrates blacksmithing
throughout the year and gives lessons in
knifemaking.
Contact Information:
Forged Link, Elmwood ON
Email: dlinkenheld@gmail.com

Wolfgang Bleckert

Since my retirement I have taken up black- and coppersmithing as a hobby.
I joined Ontario Artist Blacksmith Association (OABA), took a couple of courses and
learned from other blacksmiths at our regular monthly meetings.
Taking a cold piece of iron, sticking it into hot coal fire (up to 1300 degrees Celsius),
getting it red hot and hammering it into a functional object or sculpture - where ever
my imagination takes it - gives me great satisfaction.
Contact Information:
Email: bleckert@xplornet.com

